
I  tinerary an  tips for yorr rrpp ro sas uar�y  

Le sas uar�y

559 chempn  r sas uar�y

30380 Sapnr-uhrpsrol-lès-Alès

Tel : + 33 (0)7 69 55 15 79

GPS uoor pnares : 44.07943 / 4.09776 (lat./long.)

From   rhe Norrh  

Exit the A7 motorway at Bollène et take the N86 towards Alès.

Important : watch out for the speed radars, they are many on this road!

• Arriving in Alès, turn lef at the roundabout on the D60. This is the ring road around Alès and unfortunately ofen busy.
• You will fnd several roundabouts,  follow the directon of Montpellier (D6110). From there , instructons are the same as

“From Nîmes”

From     Nîmes  

Take the N106 towards Alès.

Arriving in Alès, turn lef at the roundabout towards Montpellier ( D6110).

• At the end of “Avenue Olivier de Serres”, there is a big roundabout : turn lef (3rd exit) towards Montpellier – Saint-

Christol-lès-Alès.

• At the top of the hill, just afer this roundabout, there is an OPEL garage on the right : take the small road opposite on the

lef (D367) towards Montèee-Montmoirac.

• Straight on for 3kms. You will fnd the Chemin du Mas Cauvy on the lef, just afer   street bumps.

Important : Do not follow your GPS navigator if it takes you towards “chemin des Dupines” opposite Hyper U in Alès or “chemin des
Astries” at the end of the avenue Olivier de Serres. This way is supposed to be a shortcut but not worth it as these roads are too
narrow for a caravan or a camper.



From An rze

Follow the directon of Alès by the D910A.

• In the center of Saint-Christol-lès-Alès, turn right at the roundabout of the stone pyramid.

• Afer  00m, at the small roundabout with an olive tree in the center, turn lef onto the Route du Mas Rouge.

• Follow the road untl the Chemin du Mas Cauvy on the lef (which is 100m afer a "Stop" sign).

From sonrpellper

Exit the A9 motorway at Lunel and take the D34 towards Alès by Sommières.

• You arrive at Saint-Christol-lès-Alès by the D6110. 

• Before arriving at the center (roundabout with the stone pyramid), there is a small roundabout with an olive tree : turn

right on the Route du Mas Rouge. 

• Follow the road untl you fnd the Chemin du Mas Cauvy on the lef (which is 100m afer the "Stop" sign). 

Important : Do not follow your GPS navigator if it takes you through the village of Montèee just before arriving to Saint-Christol-lès-

Alès (route de Montèee on the right from the D6110). This way is supposed to be a shortcut but not worth it as these roads are too

narrow for a caravan or a camper.
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